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Dr. Littlebear 

keynoted the 9th annual 

International Native 

American Language 

Issues (NALI) Institute 

held in Billings, 

Montana, in 1989 and I 

co-chaired it. In some 

ways, SILS is the 

successor to the NALI 

conferences 



Symposia were held 

in 1994 and 1995 at 

Northern Arizona 

University that brought 

together language 

activists, tribal educators, 

and experts on linguistics, 

language renewal, and 

language teaching to 

discuss policy changes, 

educational reforms, and 

community initiatives to 

stabilize and revitalize 

American Indian and 

Alaska Native Languages.
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iv

Dr. Gina Cantoni

Northern Arizona University Regents’ Professor Dr. Gina

Cantoni was honored for her over quarter century of ser-

vice to the university at the Learn in Beauty Conference

at Northern Arizona University on June 23, 2000.

Northern Arizona 

University Regents 

Professor Dr. Gina 

Cantoni organized the 

first two SILS. The third 

symposia was organized 

by Dr. Dick Littlebear and 

held in Anchorage, 

Alaska. The fourth 

symposia was organized 

by Dr. Jon Reyhner and 

held back at NAU. 

Selected papers were 

published in a series of 

symposium monographs.
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Besides Northern Arizona University, the 

symposium has been hosted at Arizona State 

University, University of Arizona, University of 

California at Berkeley, University of Oregon, 

University of Victoria, University of Hawaii at Hilo, 

Montana State University, and the University of 

New Mexico among other places over the years. 

The Northern Arapaho Nation hosted the 2015 

Symposium in Riverton, Wyoming. We are 

looking for a host for the 2019 symposium.
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At the symposia 

and and in the SILS 

publications information 

about efforts to 

revitalize Indigenous 

languages like the 1984 

Navajo Nation’s 

Education Policies 

calling for the teaching 

of the Navajo/Diné  

language in all schools 

serving their children 

were shared.
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SILS 

publications have 

included articles about 

writing textbooks to 

teach Indigenous 

languages, language 

teaching methods, 

and many other topics 

related to Indigenous 

language revitalization

Someone Else’s Language

32 33

Figure 1: Cover of Diné Bizaad Bínáhoo’aah (Rediscovering the Navajo 

Language), Flagstaff, AZ: Salina Bookshelf, 2008

important it was for the community that the textbook reflec t  and respect the at-

titudes of Navajo elders. Moreover, most high school and college level Navajo 

classes combine students who have little to no exposure to Navajo with students 

who have heard Navajo and may even speak quite a bit but can’ t write Navajo. 

Those who have no experience with the way colloquial Navajo is pronounced 

often have an easier time learning the writing system, because they have not 

heard how the sounds actually blend together in casual speech. This can be very 

discouraging for the Navajo speakers. Spending a substantial amount of time 
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Encouragement, Guidance and Lessons Learned: 21 Years in 

the Trenches of Indigenous Language Revitalization
Darrell Kipp, Piegan Institute

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”

    Leonardo da Vinci 

	 The	firs t 	steps	taken	by	me	to	learn	my	tribal	language	took	place	in	l983.	

They	were	reluctant	and	tentative,	akin	to	a	schoolboy	distraction	on	a	beautiful	

summer	day.	In	retrospect,	the	language	embraced	me	and	whenever	I	experienced	

an	apostasy	revealed	its	power	to	me.	My	Blackfoot	language	is	thousands	of	

years	old,	the	conduit	of	uncountable	years	of	interaction	between	my	people	

and	the	Creator.	It	is	not	composed	of	mere	words,	but	instead	embodies	every-

thing	about	us	to	the	beginning	of	Blackfoot	time.	Today,	I	am	content	with	the	

knowledge,	insights	and	privileges	it	has	provided	to	me.	I	have	become	friends	

with	countless	people	I	may	have	never	met	otherwise	because	of	it.	Knowing	

people	contributing	to	revitalization	of	tribal	languages	blesses	my	memories,	

and	enlightens	my	heart.	Today	is	an	example	of	the	beauty	of	sharing	our	mu-

tual	love	for	our	tribal	languages.	I	greet	you,	honor	you	and	embrace	you	in	the	

fellowship	of	our	cause.	

	 Today	my	wish	is	to	encourage	those	seeking	to	revitalize	their	tribal	language	

and	to	share	what	I	have	come	to	know	over	the	past	20	years.	I	acknowledge	

the	power	of	the	few	to	do	what	many	have	failed,	or	refused,	to	do.	I	acknowl-

edge	the	ageless	human	concept	that	within	every	tribe	are	the	few	who	possess	

courage	to	find 	reason	within	chaos.	I	acknowledge	the	obstacles	to	revitalize	

a	tribal	language	are	profound,	but	also	understand	accepting	the	challenge	is	

the	only	way	to	banish	defeat.	The	tribal	language	revitalization	movement	was	

late	in	coming	into	our	awareness,	yet	it	attracted	the	good	in	good	people	with	

its	promise	of	reconciliation.	Although,	tribal	language	revitalization	programs	

possess	a	reality	imbedded	in	all	of	us	there	is	a	deep	and	haunting	question	lurk-

ing	in	the	shadows	of	the	movement.	The	question	is	when	a	tribe’s	language	is	

irrevocably	gone	will	it	matter?	

	 David	Treuer	(2008),	an	Ojibwe	translator	and	author,	provides	a	slice	of	

the	answer	in	his	Washington Post	article,	“If	They’re	Lost,	Who	Are	We?”	His	

concern	is	what	the	loss	of	tribal	languages	can	bring	to	tribes.	He	writes,	“at	

some	point	(and	no	one	is	too	anxious	to	identify	it	exactly),	a	culture	ceases	to	

be	a	culture	and	becomes	an	ethnicity–that	is,	it	changes	from	a	life	system	that	

develops	it	own	terms	into	one	that	borrows,	almost	completely,	someone	else’s.” 

Since	I	firm l y 	believe	culture	emanates	from	language,	I	find 	myself	agreeing	

with	his	premise.

	 It	is	not	my	intention	to	question	any	group’s	plans	to	keep	their	tribal	lan-

guage	viable	and	dynamic.	I	am	familiar	with	the	spectrum	of	methods,	intents	

and	logistics	in	place	throughout	our	universities,	schools	and	communities.	I	

speak	only	about	what	we	did	when	the	haunting	question	loomed	in	our	midst	

20	years	ago.	First,	we	accepted	the	premise	the	most	sophisticated	approach	to

From	J.	Reyhner	&	L.	Lockard	(eds.).	(2009).	Indigenous Language Revitalization: Encourage-

ment, Guidance & Lessons Learned	(pp.	1-9).	Flagstaff,	AZ:	Northern	Arizona	University.

Situational Navajo:

A School-Based, Verb-Centered Way of Teaching Navajo
Wayne Holm, Irene Silentman, Laura Wallace

Those who work in Indian-controlled school programs have had to learn

that, in talking to educators in other programs, what we see as a ‘solution’ in our

situation may well be seen as a ‘disaster’ in someone else’s situation. We have

had to learn not to tell others ‘the’ way—our way—to do things. Instead, we

begin by explaining our situation in some detail. We explain why we do what we

do. We talk about our successes and failures to date; we may talk about our

residual problems. But we leave it to our listeners to decide how their situation

is similar to (and different from) ours—and what parts of our program they may

decide to try or reject.

This is also true of Native-language immersion programs. What works in

one situation may or may not work in others. A native-language immersion pro-

gram must come to terms with, among other things, the structure of the language

they are trying to teach. Navajo is very much a verb-centered language. Navajo

verbs are intricately complex. But they are absolutely necessary. We have

struggled to find ways to make Navajo verbs accessible to non- or limited-Na-

vajo-speaking students. Our approach may or may not be useful to those who

are trying to teach other languages. Their program must give their children ac-

cess to the crucial features of their languages.

Two Demonstrations

We realized only after submitting this paper for publication that it is prob-

ably necessary to give readers some sort of ‘feel’ for what we’re talking about.

In oral presentations, we have often prefaced the longer expository portions of

this paper with two brief demonstrations.

A noun-based calendar lesson

In the first demonstration, Laura usually takes a small group of adults from

the audience to act as students (These may or may not be Navajo-speakers; she

has done this both ways). She brings them in close to her to teach what we have

come to call “the calendar lesson.” Using a mockup of an ‘enriched’ calendar,

she leads them through the months of the year, the days of the week, and the

numbers of the dates. The ‘children’ respond energetically and in chorus. They

may go on to colors, directions, shapes and the like. And, if they are Navajo-

speakers, she may take them on to clothing, body-parts, age/gender terms; she

may take them on to kinship terms and Navajo place names.

The ‘students’ usually respond well. They are ‘interested.’ They respond

readily—and in chorus. They are getting feedback that tells them they are doing

well. At the end of this lesson, we usually ask the audience what they thought of

From: J. Reyhner, O. Trujillo, R. L. Carrasco & L. Lockard (eds.). (2003). Nurturing

Native Languages (pp. 25-52). Flagstaf f, AZ: Northern Arizona University.
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Wenesh Waa Oshkii-Bmaadizijig Noondamowaad?

What Will The Young Children Hear?
Margaret Noori, University of Michigan

 This essay discusses the practical realities of creating a bi-lingual 

home, specific

a

l ly with an endangered language. It begins with a brief 

introduction to Anishinaabemowin and then describes language activism 

at several levels—from informal community instruction to full-credit 

post-secondary courses. Organized around the steps taken to produce 

flu

e

ncy and transfer a full aesthetic and cultural understanding of the 

language, this essay attempts to convey the need for curriculum as well 

as community support for language revitalization.

 In our house, with each passing exchange of meaning, we take, or we miss, 

an opportunity to use an indigenous language. We wake up, give kisses, tell jokes, 

tease one another, stop arguments or wipe tears; and with each act we make a 

choice to use English, or Anishinaabemowin. My goal is for all of us to make 

those choices un-self-consciously, to make them instinctive dreamtime choices 

that echo into the day. If we can honor the language and use it regularly, then 

like dreams remembered, it will guide and define  us in ways that connect us to 

our home, our ancestors and to one another.

 This short essay offers some of what I have learned while struggling to 

keep a language alive and in use in a busy modern household. Sometimes it 

is like waging war on English and you must have strong defenses, offensive 

strategies and an endless supply of patience and assistance. At other times it is 

the most natural and easy form of play, a blanket of comfort that shelters a small 

community from the larger, sometimes harsher, landscape. I will be honest, we 

don’t yet have days where everyone speaks Anishinaabemowin all the time, and 

perhaps we never will. But we do try and I think that is what matters. We make 

space and give children a foundation for bi-lingual learning in the place where 

it matters the most, the home. 

 First, let me describe the landscape. Anishinaabemowin is a language shared 

by people living within, or connected to, over 220 separate sovereign nations that 

surround the Great Lakes in Canada and the United States. Twelve of those nations 

are located in Michigan (Lebeau, 2005). According to the 2000 US Census, there 

are 58,000 American Indians in Michigan. Washtenaw County, where we live in 

the city of Ann Arbor, is home to 1,161. Most interestingly, the highest number 

of Native Americans is not in any of the northern or western counties where the 

reservations are located. It is 20 minutes away from us in Southeast Michigan 

where 13,000 Native Americans live in neighboring Wayne, Oakland and Ma-

comb counties. People still expect reservations to be exotic places where old 

people speak another language and they expect that “Indians” stay on them.

 When I go to work at the University of Michigan, I teach Anishinaaabe-

mowin to over 250 students. When we host a weekly language table (see Figure 

1, opposite page) as many as 30 to 35 people show up. It is a place where the

From J. Reyhner & L. Lockard (eds.). (2009). Indigenous Language Revitalization: Encourage-

ment, Guidance & Lessons Learned (pp. 11-22). Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University.

Ke Kula Mauli Ola Hawai‘i ‘o Nāwahīokalani‘ōpu‘u

Living Hawaiian Life-Force School1

Keiki Kawaiʻaeʻa, Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley2 & Kaiolohia Masaoka 

‘O Nāwahī ‘oe o Kalani‘ōpu‘u

‘O ka wahī i wahī ‘ia ai

I milo ‘ia ai a pa‘a pono

I hāli‘i ‘ia ai a nani

I ka ‘ahu pōpōhīnano o Puna

Uhia aku i ka ahu‘ula

Kau ‘ia ka wahī i laila

Ua pa‘a, ua malu,

Ua malu ka wahī o Kalani‘ōpu‘u

‘O ka wahī ia i wahī ‘ia ai

I lawalawa ‘ia ai

I ‘ope‘ope ‘ia ai a pa‘a

I kōkō ‘ia ai a kau i luna

A lei i ka umauma

I ka ‘ā‘ī o nā maka‘āinana ē

‘O ka wahī kona

‘O ka inoa wahī kou i ‘ane‘i ‘ae. (Sheldon, 1996)

This chapter presents the case study of a firs t  year Hawaiian lan-

guage medium-immersion teacher at Ke Kula ̒ o Nāwahīokalaniʻōpuʻu 

school. Insights on the lessons learned are also described from group 

discussions with peer teachers on Native language immersion education, 

teacher development and Native, immersion and community dynamics. 

A closing reflec t ion piece of the case study teacher’s journey some ten 

years later provides inspiration for others wishing to revitalize their 

endangered languages and cultures as an enduring gift from generations 

past to current and generations yet unborn.

 PART I: The Setting

Located in the district of Puna on the east side of the island of Hawai‘i 

stands Ke Kula ‘o Nāwahīokalani‘ōpu‘u, a total Hawaiian language immersion 

kindergarten through twelfth grade. It is one of 21 Hawaiian immersion schools 

that are contributing to the revitalization of the Hawaiian language through a 

Hawaiian medium-immersion education model. Each morning the school day 

at Ke Kula ‘o Nāwahīokalani‘ōpu‘u begins with an opening protocol that calls 

to order a gathering of the total school community at the piko, the umbilicus of 

the school. The morning protocol begins with the blowing of the conch shell by 

two male students standing at the end of the entrance walkway, which signals the  

Copyright © 2017 by Keiki Kawaiʻaeʻa and Kaiolohia Masaoka. All rights reserved. 

Cite as from J. Reyhner, J. Martin, L. Lockard & W.S. Gilbert. (Eds.). (2017). 

Honoring Our Teachers (pp. 77-98). Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University.
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Northern Arizona 

University for over two 

decades has helped 

support and Indigenous 

language revitalization 

through conferences, 

books, and the web 

site. Many of the SILS 

publications are 

available at 

http://nau.edu/TIL
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“It’s sad to be the last speaker

of your language. Please, turn back

to your own and learn your

language so you won’t be alone

like me. Go to the young people.

Let go of the hate in your hearts.

Love and respect yourselves first.

Elders please give them courage and they will 

never be alone. Help our people to understand 

their identity. We need to publish materials for 

our people. To educate the white people to us 

and for indigenous people.”
--Mary Smith, last speaker of Eyak
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“Believing in the language 

brings the generations 

together.... If there’re any 

seeds left, there’s an 

opportunity to grow.”

—Leanne Hinton, Co-chair

2004 Annual Stabilizing 

Indigenous Languages 

Symposium, University of 

California at Berkeley


